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PU
MPKIN PATCH



Press open the two outer folds (not center fold) of crochet edge double fold bias tape.  
Keep it in half with wrong sides together.   
Note: The length of your bias tape will be determined by your project needs.

From left to right, place bias tape 
along bottom row.  Pin in place.

At the corner, fold bias 
perpendicular under 
itself.  Press corner.

At the next corner, fold 
bias perpendicular under 

itself.  Press corner.

At the next corner, fold bias 
perpendicular under itself.  

Press corner.

Keep the bias under itself, �ip it in 
the opposite direction making a 

mitered corner.  Press.  
Pin next row.

Keep the bias under itself, �ip it in the 
opposite direction making a mitered 

corner.  Press.  Pin next row.

Un-fold

Iron Fold

Iron Fold

Dotted line indicates area 
needing �ange.
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Sew the bias tape on using the 
previously ironed folds (�rst 
step) as a guide (see           ). 

Optional: Sew a re-enforcement stitch 
closer to the crochet edge (see                )

Keep the bias under itself, �ip it in 
the opposite direction making a 

mitered corner.  Press. 
Trim excess bias tape.  

Fold the last corner to a 45o angle 
and press. 

Finish by placing 
pre-measured fabric 
(depending on the 
size of your project) 
Right Sides Together 
over the top and 
bottom rows of bias 
tape. Match raw edge 
of trim fabric with 
raw edge of bias 
tape.  Sew fabric 
trim on.

Repeat using 
strips of fabric 
to cover the 
sides.

Fold right 
side out and 

press. 

Fold right 
side out, 

press and 
enjoy! 
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